Revised In-Kind Flyer Printing Receipt:

Based off my research from two reputable sources the estimate for the flyers is $23.25.

Business: Staples  
Phone Number: (205)-621-0263  
Address: 3552 Pelham Parkway Pelham, Birmingham AL 35124  
Estimate Quote for what printing 25 colored one-sided flyers: $19.99  
Quote Information from Chat Below:

Vickie B.
Hi, my name is Vickie B and I will be happy to answer your questions about our products and services today.

Thank you.

Vickie B.
8.5 x 11, correct?

Is that the standard printer paper size?

Vickie B.
$19.99.

Would you like the link to begin?

Okay thank you!
Business: Office Depot
Phone Number: (205)-752-2241
Address: 1515 Skyland Blvd Tuscaloosa, AL 35405
Estimate Quote for what printing 25 colored one-sided flyers: $26.75
Quote Information from Website Below: